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THE MANAGING ME WORKSHOP 
Mastering the six essential skills for getting the right stuff done. 

 

Professor Art Hill 
The John & Nancy Lindahl Professor, Carlson School of Management, University of Minnesota, ahill@umn.edu 

 
Most people struggle to keep up with the flood of “stuff” in their world (e-mails, phone calls, meetings, and commitments) that 
far exceed their mental and emotional capacities.  As a result, they lose track of their goals and experience stress, worry, and 
guilt.  The Managing Me (MM) workshop takes the latest research about personal productivity, makes it practical, and creates 
an engaging experience that helps people master the six essential skills needed to succeed in today’s knowledge intensive world.  
People who develop these six skills are more focused on the right priorities, meet their commitments more faithfully, have a 
greater sense of accomplishment about both personal and professional goals, improve relationships at home and work, reduce 
stress, worry, and guilt, are healthier emotionally, mentally, and physically, and get more of the “right stuff” done.  The MM 
workshop is supported by a short skills assessment (http://tinyurl.com/hcgcb78) that includes a free personalized 22-page 
benchmark report to all respondents to help them improve their MM skills.  The MM workshop has a 100% Net Promoter Score. 
 
Professor Hill has provided the Managing Me workshop for thousands of people at organizations including AARM, Advanced 
Capital Group, Americas’ SAP Users’ Group, Associations North, Associations North/Solutions Conference, Auburn Homes & 
Services, Best Buy demand management team, Best Buy supply chain executive leadership retreat, Boston Scientific process 
improvement leaders, Cargill product development leaders, Ceridian, Compass Capital, C.H. Robinson, G&K Services, CFA 
Society Minnesota, Minnesota Directors of Nursing Administration, Ewald Consulting, General Mills, Goodwill/Easter Seals 
leadership team, Grace Church, Habitat for Humanity leadership team, Home Depot executive program, Independent Community 
Bankers of Minnesota, International Institute for Management Development, Imperial Plastics executive team, Imperial Plastics 
plant leadership, Kemps senior leaders and managers, LeadingAge Minnesota Annual Meeting, Marine Retailers Association of 
the Americas, Medical Alley executive team, Ministry of Culture UAE/Dubai, Minnesota Association of School Business 
Officials, Minnesota Trucking Association, MISO, MTS IT leadership team, National Concierge Association, NFP Corporate 
Services, Parametric Portfolio, Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity, Prime Therapeutics, Red Wing Shoes executive team, SWCHS, St. 
Francis Health Services’ leadership team, Twin Cities Chinese Christian Church, U. of Minnesota (many groups), U. of 
Wisconsin Eau Claire, U. of Wisconsin River Falls, and Wooddale Church.  
 
Scot Allen, VP, St. Francis Health Services – I found Dr. Art Hill’s Managing Me presentation filled with many practical 

applications on how to handle life’s challenges.  I strongly encourage others to take advantage of this wealth of information.  
Boston Scientific manager – It would be great to have Art come back again.  He was a very engaging speaker and he left me 

wanting to learn more … what a treat to have him present to us. 
C.H. Robinson manager – Best roundtable meeting we have ever done. 
Lisa Cotter, Senior Director, Supply Chain, Best Buy – Our team learned how to think about the work we do in a different way, 

and we learned simple, tactical things we could take away to improve our effectiveness immediately. 
John Hausladen, President, MN Trucking Association – Trust me.  You need to hear this presentation.  Art delivers more 

actionable items than I could have imagined. 
Maren Lapham, Head of Marketing & Business Development, Compass Capital Management – Our leaders found the MM 

workshop especially helpful because it gave us practical efficiency techniques that we could implement immediately. 
LeadingAge Minnesota Annual Meeting – The MM talk was an outstanding contribution to the success of our event.  Our 

members absolutely loved the session and the fact that it was information they could take back and use immediately. 
Jill Nokleby Kaiser, Director of Housing Development, Ebenezer Management Services – Managing Me was among the best 

presentations I have ever seen.  His practical ideology and true-life stories splashed with humor kept the audience talking 
about the easy next steps to prioritize the workload and have room for the important goals. 

Anu Patole, SAP Technical Specialist, 3M – I cannot describe how much I enjoyed your presentation.  I would love to listen to 
you again.  I took home many ideas that will help me and my kids manage our work and lives better. 

Rick Wagner, Professor & Endowed Chair, Medicinal Chemistry, University of Minnesota – Your talk had a big impact on me. 
Bob Williams, Vice President, Manufacturing, Kemps – This should be a mandatory class. 

Professor Art Hill has a passion for understanding how people and organizations can improve.  The 
Managing Me workshop is the product of that passion and over 30 years of research, teaching, and 
consulting.  He has been a consultant for over 100 organizations (including 3M, Best Buy, Nestle, 
Medtronic, Honeywell, Mayo Clinic, Target, and Wells Fargo) and has worked at universities on four 
continents (IMD/Switzerland, Wits University/South Africa, the National University of Singapore, Eastern 
International University/Vietnam, and the Moscow Institute of Management).  He was the Editor-in-Chief 
of the Journal of Operations Management, the world’s leading research journal on productivity and quality.  
Professor Hill is the John and Nancy Lindahl Professor for Excellence in Business Education and the 
Academic Director of the Carlson Consulting Enterprise in the Carlson School of Management at the 
University of Minnesota.  He has served as the Carlson School Associate Dean for MBA Programs and 
currently serves on the boards of several non-profit organizations. 
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The Managing Me management system has six skills (steps). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AIM – Know where I am going and how I am going to get there. 

Start with my life purpose.   
Purpose brings health and clarity.  Write out my life purpose informed by my desired eulogy and passions.  Define my roles 
and write out my purpose and goals for each one.  Use my purpose to drive my goals, projects, tasklist, and calendar.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Write out inspiring purpose-driven goals and believe I can achieve them.  Add the minimal viable next step to my tasklist.  
Start tasks with an imperative action verb (e.g., buy milk).  Add events (with time buffers), ticklers, and stage gates to my 
calendar.  Schedule the important first and the difficult early.  Schedule regular reviews and post-project reviews.  Schedule 
meetings with breaks and travel time between them.  Use structured brainstorming with Post-its to “aim” my team. 
 

SORT – Use my goals to triage my inputs. 

Use my goals and all seven filters to triage my inputs. 

MANAGING ME SUMMARY AND PERSONAL APPLICATION SHEET 

 My roles My purpose My goals 

My spirit   

My body   

My mind Be healthy Exercise 3x/week 

My family   

My work   

My money   

My world   

 

My purpose (by role) 
 Under my control 
 Longer-term 
 Focus=Direction/character 
 Not measurable 

My goals (by role) 
 Under my control 
 Shorter-term 
 Focus=Actions/accomplishments 
 SMART goals:  Specific, 

Measurable, Achievable, 
Results-oriented, & Time-specific 

Purpose  Goals  Projects  Tasklist & calendar 

AIM SORT SELECT DO REVIEW BREAK 
Know where I am 
going and how I 
am going to get 

there. 

Use my goals to 
triage my inputs. 

Use my goals to 
pick my next task 
from my tasklist 
and calendar. 

Do my selected 
task with focus 
and disciplined 

use of tools. 

Review to learn 
and improve. 

Take good breaks 
to recharge. 

Purpose  
Goals, tasklist, 

& calendar 

Inputs  Trash, 
files, tasklist & 

calendar 

Tasklist & 
calendar  
Next task 

Selected task  
Progress 

towards goals 

Past  
Learning & 

improvement 

Tired spirit, body, 
& mind  
Recharged 

Start of day, 
week, & year 

Start of day Many times 
during the day 

Many times 
during the day 

End of day, 
week, & year 

During day, after 
work, weekends, & 

vacations 
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• The valuable filter – Immediately trash low-value inputs and stop the inflow.   
• The actionable filter – Immediately file reference items to increase visibility so I can better prioritize and see anomalies. 
• The boundaries filter – Decline if not my job.  Clarify/renegotiate boundaries and job descriptions as needed. 
• The margins filter – Decline if no capacity.  Clarify/renegotiate priorities, capacities, capabilities, and schedules. 
• The two-minute rule filter – Do it now if it requires less than two minutes – and then get back to sorting.   
• The offloading filter – Outsource or delegate if others can do it better, faster, or cheaper – and then add follow-up reminders 

to my calendar and/or waiting-for list.   
• The new project filter – Create a folder, team, work breakdown structure, and schedule (stage gates & post-project review). 
If an input makes it this far, add the minimal viable next step to my tasklist and/or add events (with time buffers), ticklers, 
and stage gates to my calendar.   
 

SELECT – Use my goals to pick my next task from my tasklist and calendar. 

Filter tasks based on context (available technology, tools, information, and people), time, and energy.  Select based on 
importance, urgency, and effort.  Don’t let the urgent push out the important.  Use a kanban board to make work visible.  
Don’t procrastinate:  Avoid overload, create self-imposed deadlines, break larger tasks into smaller ones with earlier 
rewards, build self-regulatory resources (sleep, exercise, & diet), obstruct fun tasks, and invite accountability.  Don’t foolishly 
multi-task:  Multi-tasking is dangerous, stressful, unfocused, unproductive, and rude; but use my time twice when one task 
has low cognitive load and low switching cost (e.g., eat with friend, read while waiting, and listen while traveling/exercising). 
 

DO – Do my selected task with focus and disciplined use of tools. 

Do with focus:  Do less & obsess.  Get in the flow.  Don’t foolishly multi-task.  Take breaks.  Avoid distractions and 
interruptions.  Be present with others (don’t phub).  Do with email disciplines:  Only handle it once (OHIO).  Avoid first 
thing in day and don’t check too often.  Don’t copy needlessly.  Use a clear subject line.  Keep emails short & simple.  Make 
a phone call after two emails.  Avoid email emotion.  Do with paper disciplines:  Only handle it once (OHIO).  Go paperless.  
Use a file pile and file now.  Use project folders.  Do with meeting disciplines:  Use to make decisions and/or build culture 
– not just share information.  Define clear goals and agenda.  Start and end on time.  Consider using a timekeeper and/or 
note taker.  Use Post-its.  Use scrum standup meetings with questions:  What did you do since our last meeting?  What are 
you going to do before our next meeting?  What is holding you back?  Ask for last thoughts and define next steps.  Do with 
the capture habit to escape and store intrusive ideas.  Do with the next step question to sustain progress. 
 

REVIEW – Review to learn and improve.   

Schedule daily, weekly, and annual reviews as recurring events.  Conduct a post-project review after finishing a project 
using a plus/delta session and conduct a Root Cause Analysis after an adverse event to mitigate future risks.  Reviews 
should reflect, celebrate, and improve.  Reflect to evaluate and learn from experience.  Celebrate to reinforce learning.  
Improve to better align my processes, workplace, rules, and habits with my goals.  Processes:  Analyze processes, define 
standard work (e.g., checklists), and eliminate waste.  Workplace:  Make my work visible so I can see my priorities and 
anomalies.  Use 5S/KonMari.  Standardize and simplify.  Rules:  Create simple rules to enable success and shape habits.  
Habits:  Change cues, routines, and rewards.  During my reviews, capture ideas to improve my work management system. 
 

BREAK – Take good breaks to recharge both at work and away from work. 

Take breaks to replenish attention, refresh self-regulatory resources, retain memories, reactivate goals, and increase 
productivity and quality.  At work:  Use frequent and regular breaks to replenish self-regulatory resources and pursue 
energy-boosting activities.  Away from work:  Unplug and nurture meaning, purpose, service, new skills, relationships, and 
exercise.  Meditate without distractions to nurture joy, increase clarity, improve listening skills, and find encouragement. 

 

MANAGING ME APPLICATIONS 
 

1. The one MM skill I will focus on improving is:    AIM    SORT    SELECT    DO    REVIEW    BREAK 
 

2. The one MM practice I will start applying today is: 
 
3. The one MM practice I will encourage my team to apply is: 
 
4. Today, I will share my personal MM applications with _________________________________.  
 
Please invite Art Hill to share the MM talk with your organization (ahill@umn.edu). 
Please take the Managing Me skills assessment at http://tinyurl.com/hcgcb78.  All participants  
receive a free personalized 22-page benchmark report to help them improve their MM skills.  

mailto:ahill@umn.edu
http://tinyurl.com/hcgcb78


MANAGING ME FEEDBACK FORM 
 
Q1. I would recommend the Managing Me (MM) talk to my friends and colleagues (circle one): 
 

Disagree 
strongly Disagree Disagree 

a little Neutral Agree 
a little Agree Agree 

strongly 
 
 
Q2. One thing I really liked about your MM talk was: 
 
 
 
 
 
Q3. One suggestion I have for improving your MM talk is: 
 
 
 
 
 
Q4. I would like to invite you to give your MM talk in my organization.  Please contact me.   
 
 Name: ____________________________________ 
 
 Email: ____________________________________ 
 
 
Q5. You may use the following short quote to promote your MM talk: 
 
 
 
 
 
 Name and title to be used with this quote (optional): _______________________________  
 
 
Thank you for your feedback.   
 
Professor Art Hill, The John and Nancy Lindahl Professor, Carlson School of Management - 
University of Minnesota.  ahill@umn.edu, 612-232-2542. 
 

 
Please hand-in this form at the end of the session. 




